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IS Divisions have to innovate – in their communications, too.  

Raise your profile within your company and more effectively 
communicate your division’s value to leadership and staff 

 
TECHNOLOGY LEADERS’ NEW CHALLENGE : 

« IT as an internal client service » 

IS/IT divisions face a new challenge in today’s business environment.  Enterprise technology has become 
a key driver of business success or failure.     

According to a recent Microsoft survey:  

‐ 68% of CEOs consider technology as vital for business, 
 

‐ 58% of CIOs say their company have integrated business and technology to innovate. 

Business divisions are increasingly counting on IS/IT to proactively find services and solutions that will 
improve the business performance, in very close partnership with the business teams.  In other words, the 
“IT for business” approach requires IT divisions to not only support the company but also to deliver 
against the business’ strategic priorities in a proactive and integrated way. 
 
This requires IS divisions to be more involved their company’s marketing, financial teams and overall 
business activities, and to act as an internal client service and solutions providers.  All this, while also 
facing stricter budget, personnel and time constraints. Just how does that work? 
 
THE CHALLENGE: 

The challenge facing IS leaders is twofold: 

‐ Answer the business’ increasing demands and expectations with little additional investment from 
the business. 
 

‐ Help and motivate IS/IT teams manage the change away from a focus on “tech for tech’s sake” 
to a focus on technology in service of specific busieness unit objectives. 

THE SOLUTION: 

MarvellSC provides IT/IS devisions with training and expertise of veterans of international corporate 
communications, client-services and sales training.  We have developed a specialty in helping IS/IT  
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divisions of all sizes raise their profile internally and better communicate their value to business and their 
management.  

Our solutions are pragmatic, hands-on and based the optimisation of your existing ressources. 

Our value program includes : 

‐ Communications strategies and messages crafted to raise the visibility and value of IS divisions 
with their executive management and other business divisions, 

‐ Training sessions in sales and communications techniques to help IS staff better communicate with 
their internal clients, in a way that will raise their credibility, image and match expectations of the 
business,   

‐ Standardization & optimization of internal communications tools to automatically capture value 
and more efficiently measure the quantitative and qualitative benefits of IS’ actions, 

‐ Review and shaping of existing communications materials based on IS needs and support with 
crafting of budget/annual reports  

We truly believe that a few simple and efficient changes internally can help IS divisions gain the stature 
they deserve in the context of businesses that increasingly count on their services as the backbone of 
operational success.   

Bilingual and at ease in multi-national companies and environments, we offer all of our services in 
English or French.  

It would be a pleasure to discuss our offer further with you.   

 

                       Our team of IS managers walked out of the Marvell training session armed with 
innovative communications concepts and tools making them better communicators and partners for the 
business. The training really changed behaviors and allowed IS to gain in credibility, visibility and 
integration within the company”. 

- Norbert Seimandi, IS Director for  Europe, Sanofi Pasteur MSD 
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